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6. Epilogue

6.1 Revisiting the research questions

The main body of this thesis was aimed at characterizing the dynamics of the brain at

rest and shed light on its operating principles. In this feat I regarded the human brain

as a general complex dynamical system consisting of very large number of interacting

elements. Techniques and principles were lent from thermodynamics and synergetics

that both deal with large-scale systems containing many interacting elements. That

is, I did not consider the detailed microscopic dynamics, but rather focused on the

emergent behavior captured by macroscopic or collective variables. By this rather

low-dimensional models could be used instead of very detailed models containing all

neuronal dynamics.

The main focus was on two main features that are important for neural func-

tioning: synchronization behavior and (scale-free) autocorrelation structures in brain

activity,as it has been shown that these two characteristics are disrupted in neurode-

generative diseases such as Alzheimer and Parkinson’s disease [126, 152] as well as

in epileptic seizures [153]. Given the oscillatory nature of neuronal dynamics, inter-

preting and modelling synchronization phenomena was achieved by considering phase

oscillator models. These kinds of models, and in particular the seminal Kuramoto

model, have received much attention in recent years and therefore provide a promis-

ing paradigm to study interaction dynamics in the human brain. I studied phase

oscillator models and how they could be derived from more physiological models of

cortical dynamics in Chapter 2 and 5. Chapter 3 was mainly concerned with assessing

power-law behavior in the autocorrelation structure, i.e. the presence of long-range

correlations, in signals. Using the techniques developed and discussed in Chapter 3,

we characterized the dynamics in global variables of brain activity in Chapter 4. This

provided indications on the characteristics of the underlying system that generated

these signals.

The research in this thesis was centered around the five major research questions

posed in the introduction.

• In what manner do structural connectivity and delays within the network influ-

ence phase coupling and synchronization patterns in (cortical) networks?

Even without externally imposed events, the human brain shows spatio-temporal co-

herent activity in the form of resting state networks (RSNs) [23]. The definition of

these networks is based on the notion of functional connectivity, referring to cross-

correlations between activity patterns in distinct brain areas. While the first obser-

vation of RSNs in brain activity had been measured in terms of blood oxygen level-

dependent (BOLD) signals, similar activity patterns were subsequently extracted from

encephalographic data [89, 36]. The macroscopic oscillations in these signals provide
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Revisiting the research questions

a basis for defining functional brain networks [232]. One of the main questions is how

the anatomical structure of the underlying cortical network (structural connectivity)

influences these functional connectivity patters. Although structural and functional

connectivity are clearly correlated [40, 115, 116], their precise relation appears far

from trivial [58]. Moreover, delays caused by finite conduction velocity and/or synap-

tic transmission may also have a profound effect on these synchronization patters [96,

67].

In Chapter 2 we investigated how structural connectivity and delays in a network

of neural masses influence phase coupling between neural populations. We derived an

expression for the phase dynamics of a network of coupled neural mass models in an

oscillatory regime by applying a combination of a slowly varying amplitude approxi-

mation and a rotating wave approximation [101]. For Vk(t) = Rk(t) cos (Ωt+ φk(t)),

as considered in Chapter 2, the slowly varying amplitude approximation amounts to

assuming
∣∣∣Ṙk∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣φ̇k∣∣∣ � Ω, i.e. a separation of time scales in the system, with which

one may consider Rk(t), φk(t) constant over one period 2π/Ω. The rotating wave

approximation consists of neglecting fast oscillating terms compared to the slow dy-

namics under study. The justification for this approximation is that fast oscillating

terms average to zero on the time scale at which the slow variables evolve. This

allowed for isolating the slow time scale describing the evolution of the phase φk(t),

where phase thus refers to the phase shift with respect to the fast oscillation covered

by the term Ωt.

We showed that the crucial aspect determining the existence of synchronized (sta-

tionary) solutions is the degree of homogeneity in the phase coupling matrix Dkl. As

long as there was sufficient homogeneity in Dkl, we could reduce the number of equa-

tions of the original network considerably. This resembled a mean-field approach in

the sense that the equal contributions of multiple nodes enabled us to describe their

collective effect in a low-dimensional form. The evolution of individual phases φk was

hence determined by the averaged effect over the remainder of the network rather than

all individual contributions, resulting in a small number of equations corresponding

to clustered solutions.

Interestingly, the presence of delays per se did not change this. Delays corre-

sponded to delays between neural masses and were of the same order of magni-

tude as the period of the oscillations, i.e. φk(t) evolved slow enough to assume

φk(t − τkl) ≈ φk(t). This caused τkl to enter the phase dynamics as phase shifts

∆kl = Ωτkl instead of acting directly on the phase level; see also [121]. As long as the

delays were non-zero but equal, homogenous solutions were still present. This situa-

tion changed when delays were distributed, since this introduced heterogeneity in the

phase dynamics equations rendering the reduction of the system to a low-dimensional

form impossible. Heterogeneous coupling led to heterogeneity in the phase coupling
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6. Epilogue

by exactly the same mechanism. We concluded that on the level of the (relative)

phase dynamics, desynchronization due to heterogeneity in either structural connec-

tivity or delays is caused by the same mechanism and therefore their effects cannot

be easily disentangled.

The delay induced phase shifts ∆kl in the phase dynamics were the reason we

did not observe the complex dynamics reported by [239, 130] resulting from (homo-

geneous) delays in phase oscillator networks. Instead the effects were comparable to

those of phase shifts reported by [185]. Considering relative phase instead of the oscil-

latory phase itself also explained the difference between the description of the phase

dynamics in [46] compared to the one in Chapter 2.

In the context of the sparse connectivity matrices given by DTI, the obtained

phase dynamics helped to confirm the correlation between structural and functional

connectivity, see e.g. [115, 69]. Since the phase coupling matrix Dkl arises from

multiplications with the entries of the structural connectivity matrix SCkl, a zero

entry in the latter will remain zero in the first. This excludes a direct coupling

on the phase level between these nodes as well. As discussed in Chapter 5, this

relationship between structure and function also allows for systems that display very

similar functional connectivity patterns, despite their qualitatively different dynamics.

The basis for the derivation of the phase dynamics was the voltage-based neural

mass model proposed by Freeman [88]. This model has been used to explain a wide

variety of phenomena in neuroscience such as the origin of alpha and beta oscilla-

tions [145], evoked potentials in the visual system [123], and epileptogenic activity

[176, 178]. It should be noted that this neural mass model was derived in a heuristic

manner, as no clear connection between microscopic dynamics and the macroscopic

description was established. Therefore it is interesting to mention a recent study that

derived a Freeman population dynamics from the bottom up using leaky-integrate-

and-firing neurons [221]. This provides extra ground for applying neural mass models

as aggregates for the dynamics of neural populations in these kinds of applications.

In answering the first question we focused on the existence of stationary solutions

in terms of the phase distributions. Subsequently we shifted our attention towards

the temporal behavior of cortical networks, with a particular focus on the autocorre-

lation structure of synchronization parameters. This was motivated by the idea that

healthy resting brain is positioned at the border between order and disorder, reminis-

cent of non equilibrium phase transitions in thermodynamical systems [19, 18]. Such a

critical regime is conceptually appealing, because systems in a critical regime display

optimal characteristics in several aspects crucial for brain functioning [98, 131, 102,

52, 198]. Power laws in human brain activity [87, 17, 107], in particular in the auto-

correlations [144, 31], have been interpreted as evidence for this hypothesis, because
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Revisiting the research questions

they are a hallmark for critical dynamics [211].

• How can we identify and characterize scale-free correlation structures?

Due to the non-stationary nature of encephalographic signals, one needs to be careful

when estimating and interpreting autocorrelations or spectral distributions as (non-

linear) trends may modify these measures [35]. An alternative that is robust against

(weakly non-linear) trends and non-stationarities is detrended fluctuation analysis

(DFA) introduced by Peng and coworkers [164] in their study of long-range spatial

correlation structures in DNA sequences. DFA calculates the detrended fluctuations

F (n) as function of window length n. In case of scale-free or long-range correlations,

the fluctuations F (n) scale as a power law: F (n) ∝ (n)
α

. The scaling exponent α

characterizes the scaling behavior with α> 0.5 (α< 0.5) indicating positively (nega-

tively) correlated increments or, equivalently, persistent (anti-persistent) behavior.

The scaling exponent can be determined by the slope of a linear regression on a

double logarithmic scale, since a power law appears linear in these coordinates. In

applying linear regression one thus implicitly assumes power-law behavior without

actually testing whether this is indeed the case. In Chapter 3 we took our inspiration

from a recent paper [29] that proposed to address this problem in the framework of

likelihood theory. We used a similar approach, but proposed an alternative formula-

tion for the likelihood function that did not suffer from the bias due to the scaling of

the fluctuations in [29].

The main idea was to regard the mean fluctuation in a particular window i of

length n as one realization of the stochastic variable Fi(n) instead of using the av-

eraged value F (n). We considered an integrated time-series Y (t) =
∑t
τ=1X(τ) for

t = 1, . . . , N and divided it into non-overlapping segments Yi(t) of length n. The

linear trend Y trend
i (t) in segment i was determined via least squares regression and

subtracted from Yi(t) to obtain for the fluctuations Fi(n)

Fi (n) =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
t=1

[
Yi (t)− Y trend

i (t)
]2
.

By virtue of the bN/nc Fi estimates we could determine its probability density pn(Fi).

The likelihood function for a function fθ(x) parametrized by θ reads

ln
(
L
(
θ|F̃i

))
= ln

(∏
n

p̃n (fθ)

)
=
∑
n

ln
(
p̃n (fθ)

)
where F̃i, p̃n denote that transformations of the indicated variables to double loga-

rithmic coordinates. The maximized L for different candidate models fθ served to
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6. Epilogue

determine the values of the information criteria AIC, (or in fact its finite sample size

correction AICc) and BIC. These information criteria are aimed at identifying the

most parsimonious model describing the data [42]. In this particular case we used

AICc/BIC to select the model that provided the best compromise between increased

data explanation and parsimony. Put differently, we determined whether a non-linear

model, as opposed to the linear one associated with power-law scaling, outweighed

the increase in complexity compared to the linear model. Moreover, by considering

multiple scaling ranges we could also indicate the scaling range.

Accompanying the definition and usage of the likelihood function, we determined α

as the maximum likelihood estimate. This is the value of α that maximizes L and can

be interpreted as the most probable value given the data. Although this may seem

insignificant, this is in fact a fundamentally different concept of an optimal model

compared to the least squares criterion that forms the basis of linear regression. One

may say that the conventional procedure fits the relationship according to the mean,

whereas the current technique uses the modes of the densities p̃n. This approach also

incorporates variability of the individual estimates Fi. In case of large variability,

the probability density flattens such that its contribution to L is small. This yields a

differential effect in the extent to which the estimates Fi contribute to L.

We showed that for fractional Gaussian noise processes [147], the linear model is

preferred in a large majority of the cases together with a very accurate estimate of

the Hurst exponent. When constraining the dynamics by a potential, the resulting

deviation from linearity in the fluctuation plot was properly detected by our method.

We further tested our method using a statistical process by Ruseckas & Kaulakys

[182] reminiscent of neural firing. Due to the erratic behavior in the individual real-

izations of this process, estimates of the scaling exponents were inconsistent between

the conventional and the maximum-likelihood approach and did not agree with the

theoretical values derived by [182]. Encephalographic signals, however, represent the

activity of a large number of neurons and as such may be regarded as reflecting neural

mass dynamics rather than single neuron activity. To mimic this we averaged over

large numbers of realizations and applied our method to these averaged signals. Here

estimates agreed across methods and coincided with theory both for anti-persistent

and persistent behavior. Our method showed that the range over which power-law

scaling was present ranged over two decades. This result was consistent with the

observation that DFA in neuroscience has been predominantly used in the analysis of

encephalographic signals e.g. [144, 162, 31]. Finally, when applied to MEG data, our

method yielded results largely consistent with these earlier findings.

Power-law behavior in neural activity have been predominantly established in lo-

cal measures of brain activity [87, 143, 25, 107] and/or involved pairs of nodes in
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Revisiting the research questions

networks [133, 30]. In Chapter 4 we asked whether the finding of power-law behavior

generalized to whole brain activity, motivated by the idea that global variables can be

informative of the dynamical structure of the underlying complex system, especially

in the context of critical behavior [102, 192].

• Do the observed local power-law correlations extent to global brain activity?

We analyzed resting state brain activity by means of beamformed MEG signals mea-

sured during resting state by extracting instantaneous phase φk(t) and amplitude

ak(t) from source-reconstructed signals. We defined collective variables phase co-

herence R(t) and average amplitude A(t) on basis of φk(t) and ak(t) respectively.

In addition, we examined the slower time scale of the amplitude evolution by per-

forming a second-order analysis by subjecting the signals ak(t) to a second Hilbert

transform. By this we obtained amplitude a
(a)
k (t) and phase φ

(a)
k (t) of the amplitude

envelopes with corresponding collective variables R(a)(t) and A(a)(t). As said, we used

the method developed in Chapter 3 to identify and characterize the autocorrelation

structures.

The research question above could be answered in the affirmative with observed

scaling exponents exceeding 0.5 indicating the presence of long-range temporal cor-

relations. This was consistent with earlier findings [144, 31]. While these power laws

are indicative for criticality in the underlying system, alternative processes capable

of producing this kind of scale-free dynamics have been proposed, too [30, 226, 227].

Due to the functional benefits of these critical states in terms of information process-

ing [198] and the fact that sub- and supercritical states can also be observed [78, 31]

in neural activity, however, we interpreted the present findings as corroborating the

criticality hypothesis [19].

• Does scaling behavior in phase vis-a-vis amplitude dynamics differ?

A general finding in Chapter 4 was that autocorrelations in both phase based vari-

ables R(t) and R(a)(t) were characterized by lower values of the scaling exponents

than their amplitude based counterparts A(t) and A(a)(t). Put differently, ampli-

tude dynamics appeared as more persistent processes than phase dynamics. A larger

scaling exponent reflects a slower decay of the autocorrelation function and, thus, a

more predictable signal. Increased predictability comes at the expense of a decrease

in entropy [49]. Therefore, we speculated that amplitude and phase play distinct roles

in cortical information processing. The more structured and hence predictable ampli-

tude dynamics may decode long-term memory whereas the more random phase signal

allows for a more complex and flexible memory coding.

We showed the presence of scale-free correlation structures in healthy resting state
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6. Epilogue

brain activity, both in its amplitude and phase synchronization dynamics. Besides

these scale-free properties another aspect that plays a crucial role in neural function

is synchronization of neural activity [90]. In particular, synchronization is known to

be modulated in task conditions [229, 203, 80, 91, 204, 234] and to become distorted

in pathologies [188, 38]. The result in Chapter 2 that under certain circumstances the

dynamics of neural mass networks can be covered by a phase description, motivated

the final research question.

• Can neurophysiological phase oscillator networks capture the dynamic spectrum

of brain activity?

To answer this question, we contrasted phase oscillator models derived from two sem-

inal neural mass descriptions in Chapter 5. The considered neural mass descriptions

were the Wilson-Cowan network describing firing rate dynamics [237] and the Freeman

model [88] capturing the dynamics of the mean membrane potential of large neural

populations. We compared these networks on two aspects of their synchronization

behavior. The first was the pair-wise synchronization structure or functional connec-

tivity (FC) that we know to constitute resting state networks [23, 36]. We defined

functional connectivity as the phase locking value (PLV, [137]), quantifying temporal

synchronization of pair-wise activity. We investigated spatial synchronization as the

instantaneous phase coherence over the network by means of the Kuramoto order

parameter R(t). Note that PLV and R measure two qualitatively different forms of

synchronization and provide either spatial or temporal resolution, respectively.

The reduction of neural mass models to their phase dynamics was achieved using

averaging, c.f. Chapter 2. The two derived phase oscillator models turned out to be

qualitatively different in their coupling structure. The phase reduction of the Wilson-

Cowan network was closely connected to the seminal Kuramoto network, albeit with

delay induced phase shifts and a heterogeneous coupling matrix shaped by the DTI

matrix. The Freeman neural mass based phase dynamics, on the other hand, resulted

in a repulsive coupling, i.e. the phase coupling incorporated negative terms.

The differences in the expressions were reflected in the spatial network synchro-

nization dynamics. Only the Freeman phase dynamics showed the scale-free correla-

tion structure observed in brain activity, but the repulsive coupling yielded a spatially

desynchronized network with 〈R(t)〉 values significantly below surrogate values. The

phase coupling structure did not allow for a partial synchronized state nor for a

transition into such a regime, which was consistent with analytical results for this

kind of networks. However this disagreed with our MEG data. In contrast to the

Freeman phase model, spatial synchronization did occur in the Wilson-Cowan based

model. Together with the transition into a fully synchronized state for high coupling

strength, this suggested the network was located in a critical regime. However, we
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General thoughts and outlook

did not observe the scale-free correlations associated with critical dynamics.

Both models performed similarly in terms of the pair-wise synchronization struc-

ture (FC). That is, both networks resulted in comparable correlations with empirical

FC, a measure that has been commonly used to quantify model performance. We

attributed this finding to the fact that in both models simulated FC was highly cor-

related with structural connectivity. Since we know SC to be predictive for empirical

FC [40, 116], this fact alone may have caused simulated and empirical FC to cor-

relate. These findings were consistent with [151] and could also be related to the

finding in RSN modelling studies reporting optimal model performance at the edge

of a bifurcation as function of coupling strength [96, 70].

We also discussed the results by [184] who reported the appearance of chaos in

a multiplex Kuramoto model based on Wilson-Cowan neural mass dynamics. This

network allowed for a rather dense inhibitory connectivity that could be expected

within populations, but seems neurophysiologically implausible in global brain net-

works. That is, long-range connections are believed to be excitatory with inhibitory

connections only appearing locally [126, 72]. A more dense inhibitory connectivity

structure could potentially merge the desired synchronization properties of both net-

works, but this would violate neurophysiological plausibility.

6.2 General thoughts and outlook

6.2.1 Interpretation of functional connectivity

In Chapter 2 we explained how structural connectivity SC trickled down in the phase

coupling D leading to correlations between structural and functional connectivity.

An analytical explanation for this phenomenon for noise driven linear processes has

been reported by [69]. Additionally, numerical evaluation of networks differing in local

dynamics by [151] and empirical observations [115] resulted in similar findings.

This notion poses challenges in interpreting modeling results when their perfor-

mance is quantified by FC correspondence. We illustrated this in Chapter 5 by

showing that, despite a qualitatively different temporal dynamics, both the Wilson-

Cowan and Freeman phase oscillator models resulted in very similar FC correlations.

In resting state modeling studies maximal correspondence between simulated and em-

pirical FC generally occurs at the edge of a bifurcation [96, 69, 68]. Coupling strength

serves as the bifurcation parameter in these studies with the bifurcation marked by

an abrupt decrease of FC correlations. Close to a bifurcation the eigenvalues of the

manifold covering the instability approach zero, leading to a so-called critical slowing

down (see [213] and Chapter 1). Then noisy fluctuations are mainly shaped by SC

matrix [68], such that when correlated in a pair-wise fashion the spatial structure of
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6. Epilogue

SC is reflected in FC [69]. Maximal model-empirical FC correspondence near this

bifurcation point has been interpreted as evidence for the hypothesis of the critical

state of the brain [68]. Alternatively one may argue, however, that the occurrence of

maximal correspondence between simulated and empirical FC matrices is merely a

consequence of an enhanced reflection of SC at this point.

1 10

P

degree

PLV

(a)

1 10
P

degree

PLV

(b)

Fig. 6.1: Degree distributions of functional connectivity matrices based on the amplitude
using pair-wise Pearson correlations ρkl (f) = cov [ak (t, f) , al (t, f)] (gray) and pair-wise
phase locking values PLVkl (f) = |〈exp {i [ φk (t, f)− φl (t, f)]}〉| (black), where we discard
the subscripts when referring to the matrices. Both matrices were thresholded to obtain a
binary graphs. Results for the alpha band and beta band are displayed in Fig. 6.1(a) and
Fig. 6.1(b) respectively. Light gray (PLV (f)) and darker gray (ρ (f)) lines indicate fitted
Pareto (dot-dash) and exponential (dots) distributions. The Pareto distributions agree with
data suggesting the presence of a scale-free functional network [11]. We note that fitting
with an exponentially truncated Pareto distribution only resulted in minor improvements
compared to the fit with the conventional Pareto distribution.

The findings in Chapter 5 and [151] indicate that an inference about the dynamical

regime of the model on basis of FC correlations is all but trivial. Therefore [151]

argues for evaluating additional measures of brain activity rather than FC alone

to enhance our understanding of cortical network dynamics by stating that ‘...the

study of non-stationarity in FC should become a central interest in the field.’ (p.

5 [151]). A similar argument for considering temporal behavior in these networks

may be deduced from Chapter 5, where we showed that only the temporal evolution

of synchronization dynamics depended on model description. In a recent study by

Hansen and coworkers [106] temporal fluctuations were captured in FC by studying

the switches in FC states over time. They were able to capture all reference FC states

for a range of coupling strengths, which were all below the critical value leading to

maximal static FC correlations. This suggests a different dynamical regime than the

one that would be inferred on basis of static FC correlations. Hence, in line with the

reasoning above, this argues for incorporating dynamical aspects of model behavior.

This suggestion is further motivated by an extra analysis of the data presented

in Chapter 4 addressing the question whether the power-law scaling observed in the
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temporal domain extended to the spatial domain in the form of functional network

topology. Degree distributions in functional connectivity networks have been reported

to possess scale-free properties [74, 3, 230, 83]. We defined FC networks on basis of

the φk(t) and ak(t) time series by means of the pair-wise synchronization measures

PLVkl and ρkl from equations (1.10) and (1.11) and thresholded individual subject

matrices to obtain binary matrices with corresponding average degree values. The

subject pooled results are presented in Fig. 6.1 for thresholding such that the average

degree was six, but results for other thresholds were similar (not shown).

Although the size of the considered network may be too small (only ninety nodes)

to draw firm conclusions, these results do suggest a scale-free degree distribution in

these networks. Interestingly the difference between phase and amplitude we observed

in temporal scaling behavior did not extend to functional connectivity networks, as

Fig. 6.1 shows very similar PLV and ρ degree distributions. Thus, while the autocor-

relation structures of R(t) and A(t) in Chapter 4 led us to submit different roles for

phase and amplitude in cortical information processing, this was not reflected in the

functional connectivity network topology. I regard this finding as another argument

not to rely on functional connectivity alone when considering neural dynamics.

6.2.2 Interpretation of Hilbert phase and amplitude

In Chapter 1 the Hilbert transform H was introduced to extract amplitude a(t) and

phase φ(t) from time series. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1 the results for the signals

y1(t), y2(t) defined in (1.4) were exactly what one would have expected and clearly

showed why the Hilbert amplitude is also referred to as the amplitude envelope. Note,

however, that in (1.4) frequencies of the amplitudes A(t) and the sin terms were clearly

separated, i.e. the sin terms fluctuated much faster that the A(t) terms. In the

following example this separation is not as strict, which influences (the interpretation

of) Hilbert phase and amplitude. This example shows why signals should be filtered

before employing a Hilbert analysis.

Let us consider an example closely related to one defined in (1.4)

y1(t) = A1(t) sin
(

2πt+
π

2
Θ(t− 10)

)
, A1(t) = 1 +

1

4
sin(0.2πt),

y2(t) = A2(t) sin
(

4πt− π

2
Θ(t− 12)

)
, A2(t) = 1 +

1

4
sin(0.8πt),

y(t) = y1(t) + y2(t)

(6.1)

where Θ(·) denotes the Heaviside step function introducing discontinuous phase shifts

at t = 10 (y1(t)) and at t = 12 (y2(t)). Since y(t) is the superposition of y1(t) and

y2(t), it contains two pairs of frequencies (both in the sine terms and in the A terms)

of the same order of magnitude. Hilbert amplitude and phase extracted from the
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signals in (6.1) are denoted by a(·)(t) and φ(·)(t) respectively, the first of which should

coincide with A(·)(t).

t
0 10

t

t

y 1
,a
1

y,
a
,a

1
+
a
2

y 2
,a
2

20 0 10 20

5 10 15

(a)

t

0 10 20

(b)

Fig. 6.2(a): Upper left: y1(t) (gray) and its Hilbert amplitude a1(t) (black); upper right:
y2(t) (gray) and its Hilbert amplitude a2(t) (red). From these figures it is clear why the
Hilbert amplitude is also referred to as the amplitude envelope. Bottom: Time course y(t)
(gray; superposition of y1(t) and y2(t)), its Hilbert amplitude a(t) (black/gray dashed) and
the superposition of the Hilbert amplitudes, i.e. a1(t) + a2(t) (black/dark gray dashed).
Especially for the Hilbert amplitude a(t), i.e. the amplitude of the superpositioned signal,
the interpretation of this amplitude as an envelope is troublesome. Fig. 6.2(b): Hilbert
phases φ1(t) (y1(t), black), φ2(t), (y2(t), gray) and φ(t), (y(t), black/gray dashed) where we
removed the linear trends. The colors correspond to those used in Fig. 6.2(a)

In Fig. 6.2(a) both y(t) (lower panel) and the separate parts y1(t) and y2(t) (upper

panel) are displayed together with the Hilbert amplitudes a1(t) and a2(t). The upper

panel is equivalent to Fig. 1.2 except for the peaks in a(·)(t). These are the result of

the phase shifts in (6.1), which, due to their discontinuity, cause the integral in (1.1)

to be formally undefined.

The Hilbert amplitude a(t) of y(t) is displayed in black in the bottom plot of Fig.

6.2(a) and shows oscillations in amplitude with a period similar to the oscillatory

period of y1(t). That is, it shows oscillations in a frequency range that is not present

in the definitions of either A1(t) or A2(t). This is not the behavior one would expect

and desire for an amplitude envelope as a(t) should agree with a linear combination

of A1(t) and A2(t), which seems to be the case for the sum of the separate amplitudes

a1(t)+a2(t) displayed in red in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.2(a). Thus, in the presence

of two frequency components of the same order of magnitude, Hilbert amplitude is

not easily interpreted. This is not restricted to amplitude, but also applies to the

Hilbert phases φ(·)(t). Recall that in (6.1) I introduced phase shifts in the signals

y(·)(t), which should be recoverable from the Hilbert phases. Let us decompose φ(t)
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into two components:

φ(t) = ωt+ ν(t) (6.2)

where ωt is a linear term in y due to the oscillatory motion and ν(t) denotes a deviation

from this linear term. Similar to the above, the linear term ωt can only be properly

defined when the signal only contains a single frequency component. In 6.2(b) we

isolated ν(t) by removing the linear contribution ωt in order to extract the phase

shifts in y(·). While for the single frequency signals y1(t), y2(t) these could easily be

identified, this was not the case for y(t). Due to the lack of a clearly defined oscillation

frequency and concomitant linear trend in the phase signal, φ(t) does not show a clear

phase shift despite the fact that y(t) contains two phase shifts by construction.

The above example illustrates that Hilbert amplitude/phase derived from signals

containing multiple frequency components of the same order of magnitude without

filtering should be carefully interpreted. This is the reason that before applying a

Hilbert analysis signals should be filtered in a sufficiently narrow frequency band,

except when the frequency content of the signals is already restricted to a narrow

region. This was the case for the amplitude envelopes ak(t) in Chapter 4, since

these only contained power at low frequencies. Therefore no filtering was applied in

determining the signals a
(a)
k (t) and φ

(a)
k (t) as opposed to the case for ak(t), φk(t).

6.2.3 Limitations of phase oscillator models

The phase oscillator models in Chapter 5 stem from neurophysiological descriptions of

neural population dynamics. They captured either the partially synchronized states

(Wilson-Cowan phase model) or the scale-free correlation structure (Freeman phase

dynamics) observed in brain activity. The repulsive coupling in the Freeman model

did not allow for spatially synchronized network as consistent with analytical findings

in this regard [231, 44, 170, 169]. On the other hand, the close resemblance of Wilson-

Cowan phase model with the Kuramoto network was reflected in the occurence of

partially synchronized states. Despite the fact that the model was located in or

close to its critical regime, it did not generate scale-free dynamics. This finding

agreed to a large extent with the findings of [30] and indicates that the working

regime of the brain, be it critical or not, does not correspond to the dynamics in a

Kuramoto network near its critical coupling value. This raises the question whether

the class of phase oscillator models could account for both phenomena signifying

cortical functioning.
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Inhibitory connections

Intuitively one may believe that combining the attractive and repulsive coupling struc-

ture in the Wilson-Cowan and Freeman based models, respectively, can merge the two

aforementioned properties, i.e. synchronizability and a scale-free temporal correlation

structure. Indeed, several results in other types of networks suggest that a compe-

tition between excitatory and inhibitory coupling may yield complex dynamics [149,

220, 199]. The main idea is that in order for activity to persist in a neural network,

a balance in neural signal propagation has to be established [198], since a surplus of

excitatory activity causes a chain reaction of activation occupying the entire system,

but too much inhibitory activity leads the network into a quiescent state. This bal-

anced state shares similarities with the critical, partially synchronized state in the

Kuramoto network.

The importance of balance between inhibitory and excitatory activity has been

suggested in different types of studies. In physiological neural networks studied by

[149], blockage of either NMDA (excitatory) or GABAA (inhibitory) synapses resulted

in profound effects on the distributions of neuron firing statistics leading to subcritical

and supercritical states respectively. The different phases observed in developing

networks reported by [220] draws the same picture with the network crossing a sub-

and supercritical state before reaching a critical state signified by a proper balance

between excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connections. In a similar way, regulating

total inhibitory synaptic activity by means of activity dependent inhibitory synapses

has been shown to yield a self-organized critical state in an artificial neural network

[142]. A more direct finding indicating the relevance for neural functioning is that

the capacity of information transfer seems to be crucially dependent on inhibitory

synaptic activity [64, 198].

The above mentioned findings did not involve phase oscillator networks as in

Chapter 5, but the results of [184] suggest that a similar mechanism of balancing

excitatory and inhibitory could induce complex dynamics in these phase oscillator

networks. To employ a similar connectivity structure in the Freeman phase model

Chapter 5, however, we would need non-local inhibitory connections, which would

become positive entries in DF
kl. This would then lead to the type of connection matrix

employed by [184]. Another possibility would be to incorporate different signs in the

coupling matrix SCkl leading to a similar effect. Both options, however, conflict

with neurophysiological evidence [208] with respect to global connectivity. Hence,

given the connectivity structure in the brain, in whole brain network models another

mechanism should induce the type of complex dynamics in neural activity in order

for these model to capture the richness of neural dynamics.
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Networks of networks

Another mechanism via which the behavior of phase oscillator may be modified is in-

corporating variability inside the considered neural populations. This may be achieved

by considering individual neuronal dynamics in the form of non-linear ordinary dif-

ferential equations that are capable of showing limit cycles [120, 76]. One may derive

the phase dynamics of these individual neurons. When applied to a large-scale cor-

tical network, this could lead to a network of coupled networks of oscillators where

the dynamics of the global network are determined by the interactions between as

well as within the local networks. Note that such a network is considerably more

complex, i.e. higher dimensional, than the networks considered in Chapters 2 and 5.

This structure could potentially lead to interesting dynamics as recently shown by

Kawamura [129]. There synchronization properties of two coupled oscillator groups

were studied with one of the key findings being that even when both inter and intra

group coupling is attractive, the two groups can be anti-phase phase locked, i.e. a

phase shift of π may exist between groups. Now suppose the collective phases ϕk of

these networks follow the dynamics

ϕ̇k = Ωk +

N∑
l=1

Dkl sin (ϕl − ϕk + ∆kl)

where ϕk may be identified as Rke
iϕk =

∑N
n=1 e

iφn . It thus corresponds to the phase

of the complex order parameter of group k. If groups k, l rotate in anti-phase, this

would effectively introduce a negative sign in the coupling term. Hence, both positive

and negative signs could be introduced in the effective coupling between phases with-

out violating the neurophysiological constraint on the structural connectivity matrix

SC. These kinds of coupled networks have mainly been studied in terms of their

synchronization properties [14, 187]. It would be interesting to further unravel the

detailed dynamical properties of this kind of systems.

Optimal complexity?

The above discussion may have suggested that I advocate the notion that more com-

plex behavior is better. When using the scaling exponent α to characterize the dy-

namics of the underlying process, we mainly found exponents α > 0.5, which indicate

a loss of entropy compared to a random system [49]. In thermodynamics, entropy is

a measure that quantifies disorder in a system. When interpreted in an information

theoretical sense it represents the information content of a signal. In both interpreta-

tions the decrease in entropy associated with an increase in scaling exponent amounts

to a loss of complexity in the underlying signal.
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Task conditions appear to cause a decrease in signal complexity as signal variabil-

ity, or entropy, decreases at stimulus onset [108]. Similarly, the number of stable states

in a system decreases under task conditions [55] possibly allowing for more stable per-

formance [78]. It seems that there is something like an optimal, balanced amount of

complexity in neuronal dynamics. The process of self-organization, which is regarded

crucial in neural functioning, decreases complexity by means of the function (1.27).

On the other hand the massive decrease in entropy in the fully synchronized state is

undesirable as a neural state as reflected in its association with pathology [38, 75].

Furthermore, if there is something like optimal entropy, it probably depends on the

aspect of the neural oscillation under consideration. This was shown in Chapter 4 in

the difference in amplitude and phase scaling and caused us to speculate that these

variables may be involved in different aspects of information processing in the brain.

6.2.4 Maintaining the critical state

Although the criticality hypothesis [19] has its appeal, a difficulty in this hypothesis

lies in potential instability of such a system. Critical dynamics appears in a limited

range of the control parameter of the system under study. If some neurophysiolog-

ical parameter acts as such a control parameter, it should be tightly controlled to

guarantee proper functioning of the system. A potential solution for this difficulty is

provided by the concept of self-organized criticality [9, 102, 207].

At longer time scales self-organized criticality may have determined the topology

of the cortical network induced by synaptic plasticity. The seminal form of synaptic

plasticity is given by the Hebbian learning rule [111] stating that ‘..when an axon of

cell A is near enough to excite cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing

it, some growth process or metabolic changes takes place in one or both cells such that

A’s efficiency, as one the cells firing B, is increased ’. This has gained experimental

support by the finding of long-term potentiation (LTP) in hippocampus neurons.

But, depending on the frequency of stimulation, the opposite of the Hebbian learning

rule, long-term depression (LTD), has also been observed in synaptic transmission

[48]. Both mechanisms have been used in the study towards self-organized critical

networks. Using an LTP like connection rule, [28] reported self-organization of a

network towards its percolation transition. A spike-time-dependent plasticity rule,

where adaptation of connection strength depended on the firing time of neurons with

respect to each other, have been shown to result in an evolution towards networks

showing power laws in avalanche size and duration [181]. A similar result was obtained

by [142] with a LTD type rewiring mechanism. Using the same type of mechanism

[73] showed that such a rule induces an evolution of the network towards a critical

coupling strength. Note that these processes relate closely to the effects of balancing
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excitatory and inhibitory connections discussed above.

At shorter time scales the framework of non-linear Fokker-Planck equations (NL-

FPEs) may offer an explanation of the origin of self-organization. We consider a

process x(t) whose time-dependent probability density P(x, t) is given by

∂

∂t
P(x, t) =

∂

∂x
F (x, t,P)P(x, t) +

∂2

∂x2
G (x, t,P)P(x, t)

It has been shown that this form of generating equations can lead to so-called super

diffusive processes. These are processes whose variance scale like t2H , similar to

the behavior observed in persistent fractional Brownian motion (fBm) processes. One

mechanism known to result in such a process is when the diffusion coefficient G(x, t,P)

is dependent on the probability distribution P. The noise strength determining the

evolution of the process is feedback-regulated by the process itself. Since there is no

external force regulating the system, such a system can be regarded as self-organizing.

It has been shown that this results in a process displaying the two paradoxical, but

desirable, properties flexibility and accuracy simultaneously [84]. When related to

brain activity, such a process may explain the fast transition from the multi-stable

resting state to a stable task related state observed in encephalographic recordings

[69]

Several authors [27, 15, 150] pointed out that, although this formalism does pro-

vide the desired scaling in the variance, it does not automatically lead to the scaling

in the autocorrelation function corresponding to a fBm process. The autocorrelation

function of the process just reflects the underlying noise source resulting in α= 0.5

[27]. The exact form of the NLFPE leading to a process with the desired scaling in

both variance and autocorrelation has yet to be found [15]. First advancements in

constructing processes that do show power-law scaling with α>0.5 in their autocor-

relation functions have been proposed by Ruseckas and Kaulakys [182, 183] that were

discussed in Chapter 3. Note that in these processes the diffusion term, although

non-linear, did not depend on the probability density P but only on the state x itself.

Nevertheless, stochastic feedback in the form of a function G (x, t,P) appears as a

promising candidate for modelling neural processes.

We here focused on critical dynamics, but it should be noted that alternative mech-

anisms generating power-law distributions of neuronal spikes have been proposed that

do not require criticality [226, 227]. In [21] it has been shown that merely a proper

balance between excitatory and inhibitory connection such that the network is func-

tionally feed-forward is capable of producing these dynamics. Although the question

remains how the necessary balance in inhibition and excitation can be achieved, it

does show that power laws — per se — do not directly imply criticality.
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6.2.5 Amplitude effects

In deriving the phase dynamics in Chapter 2 and 5 we considered signals that allowed

for a description in the form Rk cos (Ωt+ φk). We focused on the phase dynamics

and assumed that the amplitudes Rk only influenced the phase coupling matrix Dkl

through the ratio Rk/Rl. As pointed out in [58], amplitudes affect phase connectivity.

An empirical finding corroborating this finding has been provided by [113], revealing

a relation between functional connectivity and source power in MEG recordings, even

though the functional connectivity measure was power independent. Amplitude ef-

fects have also been reported to be present in corticospinal oscillatory interactions,

which are not only dependent on phase coupling but also result from positively cor-

related amplitude envelopes [16]. Due to the ratio Rk/Rl in the phase coupling, large

values of Rk decrease phase coupling Dkl for l 6= k, which does not seem to agree

with the aformentioned empirical findings. Using source power as proxy for amplitude

and incorporating this into the phase dynamics did not improve model performance

(results not shown). To what degree this discrepancy might be caused by the ap-

proximations used in the derivation of the phase dynamics or by more complicated

amplitude-power relations remains to be seen.

In Chapter 2 and 5 we assumed the amplitude time scale to be sufficiently slow

to be considered constant in the phase dynamics. Given the inherently slow time

scale of BOLD signals constituting these RSNs as well as their appearance in the

slow envelope dynamics in MEG signals, this assumption seems justified. Here we

speculate on a mediating role of amplitude in the resting state dynamics of the brain.

I first remark that we restricted ourselves to the stationary form of the functional

connectivity matrix. It has been shown, however, that the functional connectivity

matrix does evolve slowly in time [62, 61, 5]. This evolution induces a switching

behavior in the topology of functional connectivity matrices [172, 222] leading to an

increase in network entropy [63].

In Chapter 4 we reported the more persistent autocorrelation structure of ampli-

tude compared to phase synchronization. The amplitude dynamics ak(t) contained

an even slower component represented by R(a)(t) and A(a)(t). One may speculate

that the switching behavior in functional connectivity patterns is mediated by the

oscillations amplitudes Rk(t) evolving on an even slower time scale than the φk(t)

dynamics. Amplitude fluctuations may then be interpreted as the control parame-

ter in the phase dynamics. That is, the control parameter on the slower time scale

controls the dynamics of the variables on the faster time scale. This would lead to

a hierarchical organization of the brain with different levels being separated by the

time scales on which they evolve.
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6.2.6 Directionality and causality

The majority of functional connectivity measures are defined as statistical relation-

ships and are typically symmetric. That is, the relationship between x and y is the

same as the relationship between y and x. As they are merely quantifying a statisti-

cal relationship, causality cannot be inferred from these measures. By only knowing

that two things are happening at the same time, one cannot infer whether they are

causally related and if so which one caused the other. However, even in the case of

directional measures causal relationships cannot be easily identified: if event a causes

event b, this leads to an information flow from a to b, but the reverse implication does

not hold in general.

A measure that is used to quantify directionality is Granger causality. This mea-

sure is based on investigating whether the future evolution of a(t) can be better

predicted by combining the history of a(t) and b(t) compared to using the history

of a(t) alone. A more general version is transfer entropy or conditional mutual in-

formation, both of which reduce to Granger causality for Gaussian variables [13].

Granger causality should be applied with care, since several studies have shown that

measurement noise may be a confounding factor [155, 205]. These studies proposed

the use of linear state space models to estimate the states from the observations and

apply the Granger causality measure on these estimates in order to obtain a correct

interpretation. Another framework from which directionality can be inferred is that

of dynamical causal modeling (DCM) [93]. In DCM one uses standard variational

Bayesian procedures to fit an outcome variable, e.g. timeseries or cross spectra, to

infer parameter values for a given model structure. If this model consist of several

nodes and connection strengths between these nodes are the estimated parameter

values, this procedure provides an estimate of the effective connectivity structure. In

general there is no assumption of symmetry and one thus obtains directional esti-

mates of these connections, i.e. Ckl 6= Clk. This framework has been used, albeit

under symmetry constraints on effective connectivity, to provide an explanation for

the long-range temporal correlations observed in brain activity [95]. Furthermore it

has been used to improve Granger causality estimates in case of non-negligible mea-

surement noise [94]. Directional measures for information flow in the context of phase

variables also exist in the form directed phase lag index (dPLI) [209] and were recently

applied by Moon and coworkers [154] to networks. I expect that applying techniques

that can identify directionality of information flow and incorporating these asymme-

tries in models, will provide additional insight into the architecture of the brain and

the resulting information transfer in the cortical network.
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6.2.7 Concluding remarks

The introduction of this thesis started with calling the human brain a complex sys-

tem. Although this complexity probably is key to its impressive performance, it also

makes understanding its functioning a major challenge. Due to the availability and

still increasing amount of computer power, simulation of (global) brain models with

detailed neural dynamics and connectivity structures has become feasible. The great

amount of detail has its downside, however, as understanding their dynamics may be

as challenging as understanding the brain itself. An alternative approach to the prob-

lem is the idea that the relevant behavior of the system emerges from the microscopic

dynamics. The macroscopic dynamics can usually be captured by simpler models, or

at least lower dimensional ones, such that grasping their behavior may become fea-

sible. This approach requires some intuitive sense for identifying the relevant global

variables and finding proper descriptions for its dynamics. Both approaches have their

merits. When used in conjunction they may give us an indication on the amount of

detail required for a realistic model of neural processes. This should facilitate identi-

fying the relevant variables in the system and thus give insight in the ways the brain

deals with its own complexity. Although (computer) models have significantly gained

our understanding, at the end of the day actual brain activity will be the benchmark.

This goes two ways: hypotheses based on modeling work can and should be tested

empirically, but empirical results can and should provide important clues for model

development.

While several questions have been answered in this thesis, it actually generated

even more new ones. The reader may wonder whether any relevant progress has been

made at all, at least when it comes to understanding the brain. Recognizing this

progress may require a form of long-term thinking, but I am confident there will be

some day that adopting approaches similar to the ones used in this thesis will lead to

an understanding of the brain. After all, our brain is just a large, complex physical

ensemble for which these techniques have been proven their value in the past.
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